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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.3-rev17
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.3-rev14
Open-Xchange App Suite office 7.10.3-rev8
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5781.

DOCS-2434 ”Print as PDF” doesn’t work
In singleTab mode the tabApi was disabled.
This has been solved by preventing the tabapi.openBlank function from being disabled.
DOCS-2126 Several error messages after logout if documents are still open (temp. Resource
leak)
Insufficient handling of terminated sessions.
This has been fixed by sending an error response and listening for session removed events.
OXUIB-343 Edge: disabled Subject and CC fields in the mail compose dialog
Non-chromium-based browser was applied for chromium-based browser.
This has been fixed by differentiating detected edge browser by version number (79+ represents
chrome-based).
OXUIB-319 MDN / Read Receipt disappears after logout when not interacted with
Missing property that identifies open read receipts for seen messages.
This has been solved by providing property for seen messages also now (unless read receipt was
send). Additionally flag 512 can be used to identify a already send read receipt.
OXUIB-337 Renaming Distribution List Fails
This was caused by missing blur event on input field.
This has been fixed by adding missing blur event.
MWB-364 Signatur images broken
It was possible to pass alternative Open-Xchange image end-point when creating a snippet (signature).
This has been solved by accepting other image URIs pointing to alternative Open-Xchange image
end-points when creating a snippet (signature).
OXUIB-307 Signatur images duplicated
Using the ”Copy Picture” functionality copies the picture 2 times to the clipboard as html and file.
Both were added to the dom.
This has been solved by only copying the image file to the dom, html part is not needed.
OXUIB-316 Text ”Add user fields” in module ”Contacts” not translated
Was caused by a missing translation backport.
This has been solved by adding the missing translation.
MWB-103 Recurring tasks can not be marked as done via EM Client
Followup for this Bugfix: Recurrent taks in caldav are not supported, so creation of those tasks via
caldav are not allowed. Added a check for this. Now an error is thrown in case a client tries to create
or update a tasks with a recurrence rule.
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MWB-415 Leading space if brackets or double qoute and style used in mail
The jSoup library used in this version causes those extra line-breaks/white-spaces being added.
This has been solved by updating jSoup library from v1.11.3 to v1.13.1.
MWB-242 SOAP API WSDL advertises http endpoint even if com.openexchange.forceHTTPS=true
Setting ”com.openexchange.forceHTTPS” not considered when getting WSDL.
This has been solved by respecting setting ”com.openexchange.forceHTTPS” when getting WSDL.
MWB-437 ”Remember me”-funktion is not working
Open-xchange-session cookie was not set on successful /login?action=tokens response even though
it should.
This has been solved by writing session cookie on token login.
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Changes relevant for Operators

3.1

Changes of Configuration Files

Change #SCR-703 New configuration property to bypass access combination checks during
provisioning
In former times access to the global address book has been a requirement for other groupware
features, in particular access to public and shared folders. Although useful in most cases - technically, this restriction is no longer required, and therefore a new configuration switch is introduced
so that these checks can be bypassed during provisioning operations.
The new lean property is named com.openexchange.admin.bypassAccessCombinationChecks and
defaults to false, so that the behavior remains unchanged unless explicitly changed. It can be configured via the config-cascade up to the context level. If set to true, certain checks for illegal access
combinations will not be performed, in particular the permissions editpublicfolders, readcreatesharedfolders, delegatetask and webdavxml will then be possible in combination with globaladdressbookdisabled being set.
Change #SCR-698 Added new cache region for groups to ’cache.ccf’ configuration file
Added new cache region for groups to ’cache.ccf’ configuration file:
# Pre-defined cache region for Group data
jcs.region.Group=LTCP
jcs.region.Group.cacheattributes=org.apache.jcs.engine.CompositeCacheAttributes
jcs.region.Group.cacheattributes.MaxObjects=4000000
jcs.region.Group.cacheattributes.MemoryCacheName=org.apache.jcs.engine.memory.lru.LRUMemoryCache
jcs.region.Group.cacheattributes.UseMemoryShrinker=true
jcs.region.Group.cacheattributes.MaxMemoryIdleTimeSeconds=360
jcs.region.Group.cacheattributes.ShrinkerIntervalSeconds=60
jcs.region.Group.cacheattributes.MaxSpoolPerRun=500
jcs.region.Group.elementattributes=org.apache.jcs.engine.ElementAttributes
jcs.region.Group.elementattributes.IsEternal=false
jcs.region.Group.elementattributes.MaxLifeSeconds=-1
jcs.region.Group.elementattributes.IdleTime=360
jcs.region.Group.elementattributes.IsSpool=false
jcs.region.Group.elementattributes.IsRemote=false
jcs.region.Group.elementattributes.IsLateral=false
As (non-lean) configuration settings.

3.2

Changes of Packaging

Change #SCR-653 Updated jsoup library
Updated jsoup library from v1.11.3 to v1.13.1
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

DOCS-2434, DOCS-2126, OXUIB-343, OXUIB-319, OXUIB-337, MWB-364, OXUIB-307, OXUIB-316,
MWB-103, MWB-415, MWB-242, MWB-437,
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